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HUGE SAVINGS AND NEW PRODUCTS IN THE LATEST SCREWFIX CATALOGUE  
 

With 1,800 new products added, and hundreds of price cuts across its ranges, the new 

autumn catalogue from trade supplier Screwfix is packed full of the latest trade essentials, all 

at great prices. 

 

Available from 5 September the catalogue features key additions from leading brands such 

as DeWalt, Bosch, Stanley and Spear and Jackson to name but a few. 

 
Innovative screws 
Velocity Multi-Use Screws are a new and innovative inclusion to Screwfix’s renowned 

screws range. They can be used in a variety of materials such as sheet metal, PVCu, 

softwood and hardwood, and are available in 35 different size variations. These screws also 

aid quick installation and have exceptional pull out resistance, providing tradesmen with high 

levels of work performance. 

 
Top-of-the-range power tools 
Tough on the outside and with intelligent technology on the inside, the exclusive DeWalt 

14.4V XR range, boasts extreme run time, increased efficiency and improved performance, 

making it an exciting addition to the catalogue. The 10.8V ranges from Bosch and DeWalt 

have also been extended. DeWalt has added detectors, cameras, torches and reciprocating 

saws to its range, and Bosch has introduced a four piece kit with impact driver, angle driver, 

drill driver and multi cutter, plus a reciprocating saw and an inspection camera. 

. 

Essential hand tools 

New to Screwfix’s hand tool collection, are the Stanley carbide blades. For use in the classic 

Stanley knife, these blades are made from tungsten and have a long life span. Specialist 

spirit levels for trade specific jobs from Stabila are also featured in the hand tool range, along 

with a new line of tool belts, bags and pouches from trade favourite Carl Kammerling. 



 

Digging deep 

Insulated digging tools from Spear and Jackson have been introduced to Screwfix’s 

landscaping section. Certified to the BS 8020:2002 standard, they provide a safe option for 

tradesmen when digging near cables in the garden.  The polyfibre contractor selection of 

digging tools, also from Spear and Jackson are another new addition. These tools are 

resistant to oil, chemicals and water, are lightweight and fully forged, making them ideal for 

the busy contractor. 

Super sealants 

A selection of adhesive products from Mapei, make their debut to the catalogue. From tile, 

wall and floor grout, to waterproof adhesives and colour match grout, these new products 

complement the existing range of adhesives available to the trade. Popular with painters and 

decorator, Frog Tape has also been introduced to the new catalogue, as well as No 

Nonsense Mighty Strength Adhesive and Instant Shower silicone, which turns water 

resistant in an hour after application. 

Other top brands available at Screwfix 

Also new in this catalogue are portable heating solutions from leading brand Glenn Dimplex, 

a selection of lever handles from Carlise Brass, and an exclusive range of traditional taps 

from Fosse and Stratton. 

For more information on Screwfix’s new range of products and price cuts, visit 

www.screwfix.com

-ENDS- 

, call 0500 41 41 41 or pick up a copy of the new catalogue at your local 

Screwfix trade counter. 

 
Notes to editors 
 
About Screwfix 
Recognised as being “where the trade buys” and promising a fast, reliable service, Screwfix 

is the UK’s leading multi-channel supplier of thousands of high quality screws, fixings, hand 

tools, power tools, plumbing and electrical supplies. Combining trade prices and a massive 

range of leading brand name items, Screwfix offers over 18,000 products and is fully 

committed to customer care and support.  
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